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“Do you believe? Do you accept the festival, the city, the joy? No? Then let me describe one 

more thing.” 

 Ursula Le Guin’s “The Ones Who Walk Away From Omelas” is a work of utopian fiction 

that explores utilitarian and transcendent responses to the cosmic interdependence of joy and 

suffering. In the story, the Omelites have come to accept the cruel necessity of one child's agony 

in exchange for the munificent splendour of their city, and channel this tragic awareness towards 

concretely beneficial and beautiful ends. The so-called “walkers,” on the other hand, refuse this 

basic moral and philosophical premise on which Omelas is predicated: their departure signifies a 

firm rejection of its moral veracity. As Elizabeth Cummins and Carol D. Stevens demonstrate in 

their responses to his analysis of “Omelas,” Kenneth M. Roemer attempts to justify the treatment 

of the child using the same utilitarian logic that is itself at the core of Omelas. By emphasizing 

the acute beauty of Omelas and its compassionate achievements, Roemer abominably fails, just 

like the Omelites, to critically examine the philosophical framework guiding and allowing his 

assumption of the inextricability of happiness and suffering. Nevertheless, his analysis helps to 

reveal the ways in which the narrator, by implicating the reader deeply in the creation of Omelas, 

compels them to turn to the walkers’ radical response for absolution. Finally, I propose that, 
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because it invokes the same transcendent pathos, Will Varley’s “We Don’t Believe You” can 

provide us with a more robust understanding of the walkers’ otherwise unspoken rejection of 

Omelas. Varley’s anthem—a scathing condemnation of the contemporary status quo—demands 

on radically transcendent grounds a form of human happiness uncomplicated by and independent 

of the suffering of others. Both Varley and the walkers seek a world purified of the 

unconscionable pragmatism of utilitarian concepts. Their adamant refusal to be complicit in a 

problematically nuanced utopia subverts and finally exceeds the thesis underlying the prosperity 

of Omelas.  

 Le Guin’s narrator opens “Omelas” with a spectacular description of a festival underway 

in the city; words like “bright-towered,” “sparkled,” and “shimmering” dazzle us into a stirring 

appreciation of its splendour (Le Guin, “Omelas” 1). She makes evident the intentionality of this 

diction when she confesses: “I wish I could describe it better. I wish I could convince you” (1). 

Thus, underlying the narrator’s project is the assumption that her audience is skeptical as to the 

possibility of such a perfect city (Roemer, “Porcupine” 8). Having confessed her inability to do 

so alone, “the narrator directly involves her readers in the creation of Omelas by inviting their 

collaboration” (9), summoning us to imagine for ourselves some of the more glorious 

components of the city: “Perhaps it would be best if you imagined it as your own fancy bids, […] 

for certainly I cannot please you all” (Le Guin 2). The participatory nature of this narrative is 

continually emphasized: “I fear that Omelas so far strikes some of you as goody-goody. […] If 

so, please add an orgy” (2). Importantly, the narrator attributes both this invitation and the 

present attributes of the city to our—the readers’—tastes. She carries this so far as to allow us 

individually to determine certain aspects of the city:  
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I thought at first there were no drugs, but that is puritanical. For those who like it, the 

faint insistent sweetness of drooz may perfume the ways of the city […]. For more 

modest tastes I think there ought to be beer. What else, what else belongs in this joyous 

city? (2) 

In continually amending Omelas in real time, the narrator exposes the malleability of the creative 

process, thereby opening it up to contribution and supplementation on the part of the audience. 

Her almost crass carelessness for the typical fixity of a work of fiction—“Or they could have 

none of that: it doesn’t matter. As you like it” (2)—effectively evaporates the distinctions 

between author and reader. As such, this narrative meta-mockery places a majority of the act of 

creation in our hands. By explicitly questioning her own creative decisions, restructuring the 

narrative before our very eyes, and generally being extraordinarily transparent about the fluid 

nature of creation, she renders Omelas an essentially co-created city. 

 The unimpeded gloriousness of this activity crumbles at the revelation of the child. The 

narrator, suspecting still our disbelief in the reality of Omelas, asks: “Do you believe? Do you 

accept the festival, the city, the joy? No? Then let me describe one more thing” (Le Guin 3). She 

goes on to depict, with harrowing detail, the plight of a child on whose suffering the entire 

civilizational apparatus of Omelas necessarily depends. This child is locked in a lightless 

basement or cellar beneath the city; is covered in sores from sitting in its own faeces; is mentally 

and physically crippled by “fear, malnutrition, and neglect”; and is confined to profound 

isolation, except for the occasional visit, when someone “may come and kick the child to make it 

stand up” (3). As part of a terrible rite of passage, “[t]his is usually explained to children when 

they are between eight and twelve, whenever they seem capable of understanding”; some, we are 
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told, even come to view the child themselves (3). I say view because, as Cummins notes, “the 

Omelites […] only have an observer's knowledge of its pain and can therefore rationalize the 

child's continued imprisonment” (Cummins, “Praise” 22). Indeed, these younger Omelites are 

initiated into a worldview that justifies the torture of this child by incorporating it into a basically 

utilitarian doctrine: 

They all know it is there, all the people of Omelas. […] They all know that it has to be 

there. […] [T]hey all understand that their happiness, the beauty of their city, the 

tenderness of their friendships, the health of their children, the wisdom of their scholars, 

the skill of their makers, even the abundance of their harvest and the kindly weathers of 

their skies, depend wholly on this child’s abominable misery. (Le Guin 3) 

Cummins examines the “utilitarian principle” (20) at the heart of this egregious acquiescence: 

“To accept a scapegoat, the idea that the suffering of one is less signifiant than the happiness of 

many, is to argue that the ends justify the means” (21). Roemer refers to this as being “painfully 

informed by a deep awareness of the contrasts between […] splendid joy and abject suffering, 

[and of] the helplessness of the human condition” (Roemer 11). He points to the citizens’ 

“knowledge of suffering […] as a powerful model for social consciousness and social action in 

the ‘real’ world” on the grounds that “almost all the citizens of Omelas direct their knowledge 

and emotions toward acts of compassion and beauty” (16). Essentially, Roemer is arguing that 

this philanthropic transmutation offers us a powerful template for real-world charity. This so 

reeks of utilitarianism that I wonder whether Roemer were trying to articulate the philosophy of 

the Omelites themselves. Stevens deconstructs the unexamined assumptions underlying this 

argument rather beautifully: 
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Compassion, generosity, and joy depend for their very existence on suffering, want, and 

misery. How can we know ourselves kindly and generous without an object upon which 

to perform generous acts? If we rid our culture of the last child in the broom closet, what 

then becomes of the terrible beauty created in our ability to suffer with (the root 

meaning, after all, of compassion) that child? (Stevens, “Response” 32) 

In other words, both Roemer and the Omelites conceive of the world in terms of inextricably 

interdependent opposites, such as happiness and suffering. “One thing I know there is none of in 

Omelas is guilt,” the narrator tells us (2). The citizens’ utilitarian outlook acts like a narcotic, 

soothing the ache of conscience using palatable reassurances concerning the ineluctability of 

suffering itself. According to this narrative, the child simply cannot be freed; their plight cannot 

be helped. The Omelites are able to purge their consciences of all responsibility for the child’s 

imprisonment “because they have accepted no responsibility for the original terms of the 

pact” (Cummins 21). Of course, this is delusional, for “[b]y accepting the pact, the Omelites who 

stay continue it, keep it alive, agree to it, believe in it” (21). By virtue of our having been so 

profoundly involved in the creation of Omelas, however, this kind of illusory absolution is 

unavailable to us: there is glaring blood on our hands. Not only have we ourselves contributed to 

its construction, but the narrator has drawn on our assumptions in creating Omelas alongside us. 

Speculating as to why the narrator does “not invite us to collaborate in the construction of the 

nightmare,” i.e. the existence of the child, Stevens argues that it was 

because she felt she had to, because she knew that the only way we would believe a 

vision of such light and joy as she presents in Omelas would be to give us also a 

corresponding vision of terror and misery. She puts the child in the broom closet and 
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denies it love, sustenance, light of day, not because she needs it there but because she 

knows we need it there. (31) 

In other words, the narrator feels compelled to condemn the child in order to assuage our cynical 

skepticism concerning the impossibility of pure utopia. This means that she implicitly accuses us 

of the very ideological commitments underlying the Omelites’ fallacious self-absolution: namely, 

that superlative happiness necessitates correspondingly subterranean suffering. To the extent that 

we are guilty of the same philosophical allegiance that enables the Omelites’ putrid complacency, 

we are also by extension responsible for the continued suffering of the innocent child; as a result, 

we are inescapably culpable. Stevens is explicit in this regard: she “see[s] the citizens of Omelas 

as being us in every respect that really matters—‘us’ here defined as a twentieth-century culture 

based on Western European thought” (30). 

 Where we and the Omelites fail, however, the walkers triumph. The Omelites’ 

justification amounts to an “acceptance of their helplessness,” not only concerning the plight of 

the child, but also the very ontological framework that necessitates its suffering (Le Guin 4). I 

noted earlier that Roemer expresses his admiration for their response to the human condition. 

Fundamentally, this represents a failure on both his and the Omelites’ part to imagine beyond the 

basic binary of joy and suffering, which is characterized by a cosmic finality. In Cummins’ 

words: “The Omelites stay because they believe that their world is the best that they can achieve” 

(22). Simply put, they fail to dare think that, “if all that happiness cannot exist without the misery 

of one small child, perhaps we had better reject the definition of happiness which predicates 

itself upon such horror” (Stevens 32). This is precisely what the walkers do. Evidently unable to 

reconcile their consciences with the utilitarian tyranny of Omelas, their only recourse is self-
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exile. They seem to understand that “any attempt seriously to alter [Omelas] from within in ways 

which invalidate the binary oppositions on which [it is] based is doomed to failure” (32). Faced 

with the impossibility of internal reform, they resolve to abandon a framework that necessitates 

the brutal slavery of the child. (The narrator tells us that the Omelites “did without monarchy and 

slavery” (1). I disagree: the child is in every sense a slave.) The walkers’ departure is made even 

more radical because it has no certain object. The narrator writes: “The place they go towards is 

a place even less imaginable to most of us than the city of happiness. I cannot describe it at all. It 

is possible that it does not exist” (4). Thus it is “with considerable pain and suffering” that they 

leave in order to seek out a realm so radically unimaginable that its very existence is uncertain, 

and all “because they have refused to accept the world as it is” (Cummins 23). Altogether, the 

walkers’ departure constitutes an implicit rejection, not even of Omelas per se, but rather the 

cosmic interdependence of joy and suffering that Omelas represents. They are simply unwilling 

to live with blood on their hands. As such, they illuminate the only possibility for authentic 

liberation from “this terrible paradox,” the robust circularity of which compels either 

acquiescence or egress (Le Guin 4). The former option entails the annihilation of our humanity; 

but the latter is in a sense equally unthinkable. If, as Stevens has argued, we are essentially the 

Omelites, then we must look to the walkers for guidance as to how to become redeemed. 

 The only problem is that the walkers do not explain their stance; we are left to infer 

everything from the nature of their actions. It is for this reason that Varley’s “We Don’t Believe 

You” presents itself as a crucial lamppost along the path towards redemption: to the extent that it 

contains the implicit moral commitments of the walkers, I believe it constitutes that which goes 

unspoken in their silent, active rejection of the city’s acquiescence to the problem of suffering. 
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 Varley’s critique of the political establishment emphatically acknowledges the unseen 

consequences of his culture’s prosperity. For instance, he asserts that “before UK independence 

we should give back what isn’t ours / like the shirts and ties we’re wearing made by slaves from 

afar” (Varley, “Believe You”). In thrusting the contemporary remnants of his culture’s colonial 

heritage into the fore, Varley is demanding that we come to terms with the cruelty that our lives 

necessitate. As such, these “slaves,” as well as “those bodies in the sand” to which he repeatedly 

refers, are symbolically the child of Omelas. Granted, they lie in a neglected consciousness, 

whereas the child is continually acknowledged. This acknowledgement occurs, however, on a 

sort of aloofly philosophical level: 

By accepting the suffering of the child, Roemer—like the Omelites who stay—ceases to 

see the child as an independent human being like himself and sees it rather as an abstract 

idea, a symbol of the ‘helplessness of the human condition’ (Cummins 20) 

The slaves and bodies to which Varley refers are similarly only a concept; they cannot be 

touched, because they exist elsewhere. Even Varley, who wishes so ferociously to acknowledge 

them, cannot escape the theoretical nature of his lambast. Nevertheless, that he attempts this 

acknowledgement and desires its actualization is what is important. For just as the walkers, in 

abandoning entirely the “strict” “terms” of Omelas, implicitly invoke a transcendent morality (Le 

Guin 4), Varley also appeals to a moral standard or touchstone beyond the human community: 

“no man has the right / to tell another human being that their access is denied / to any corner of 

this planet or any moment of their lives.” This bespeaks the same obdurate righteousness as the 

walkers’ implicit refusal to participate in the logic of Omelas. Indeed, rejection is what 
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fundamentally unites Varley’s magnificent tirade and the walkers’ mysterious departure: both 

presuppose the ontological courage to interrogate what is. As Stevens notes: 

One of the things [the narrator] doesn't tell us is where the unholy contract originates. 

But I do think that […] she invites us to ask the question. When was the first child 

imprisoned in the broom closet? On whose authority? By what right do any of the 

citizens of Omelas assume such power over another of their kind? (32) 

Of course, this kind of challenge is not internally possible: the walkers are compelled to leave in 

order to actualize their moral convictions. Indeed, according to Varley: “if you try to ask 

questions, then they’ll back you into corners / and say you can't ask questions when you haven't 

got the answers.” Vocal questioning is met with a resistance that borders on open hostility; the 

very act thereof is intrinsically isolating. This is because both Omelas and our world are 

predicated on the assumed validity of their respective contracts: whoever questions is implicitly 

threatening their constitutional integrity. Varley refers to the manufacturing of a narrative that 

deliberately obfuscates the truth in order to engender our political complacency: 

in the media offices, all them paint-brushes are there / to fill the lines with black and 

white […] / And pump us full of fashion and a dull sense of despair / ‘till we’re well-

behaved consumers with no questions and no cares. 

The media’s aim, argues Varley, is to induce our submission to the contractual status quo. His use 

of “black and white” also recalls the reductive binary of Omelas. In each case, the slaves on 

whom prosperity depends are reduced to abstract components of an ideological narrative that 

fabricates the impossibility of their freedom. To this end, the narrative both reinforces and 
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requires the moral and philosophical resignation of the citizenry; but Varley and the walkers 

refuse to resign. 

 Where do they obtain the courage to make this ontological demand? I want to suggest 

that they derive this courage from conscience. During the opening festival of Omelas, a trumpet 

rings out into the air, “imperious, melancholy, piercing” (Le Guin 2). These descriptors are 

extraordinarily telling. “Melancholy,” for instance, savours of an understanding of the human 

condition as tragic in its fixity. “Piercing” implies the moving character of this understanding: 

concerning the Omelites, we are told that “it is their tears and anger, the trying of their generosity 

and the acceptance of their helplessness, which are perhaps the true source of the splendour of 

their lives” (4). Unnervingly, both of these are intermingled with an “imperious” quality that 

points to the tyrannical character of the child’s imprisonment, whom the Omelites forcefully 

imprison: “the child, who has not always lived in the tool room, and can remember sunlight and 

its mother’s voice, sometimes speaks. ‘I will be good,’ it says. ‘Please let me out. I will be 

good!’” (4). The Omelites’ true moral failure, however, is that they allow themselves to regard 

the interdependence of joy and pain as beautiful: they do violence to the reality of the sufferer’s 

experience in order to incorporate it into the poignant tragedy of their narrative. The acute 

veracity of their initial reaction to the suffering of the child—“Often the young people go home 

in tears, or in a tearless rage, when they have seen the child” (4)—becomes lost as soon as they 

anesthetize themselves with a philosophical doctrine that abstracts the vitality of experience: 

“Their tears at the bitter injustice dry when they begin to perceive the terrible justice of reality, 

and to accept it” (4). Standing in stark contrast to the emotional sterility that characterizes this 

terrible acquiescence, Varley’s voice is a tempest of unyielding rage and sorrow. Whereas the 
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large majority of the Omelites assuage their souls with the narcotic insensitivity of a contorted 

lie, Varley allows neither himself nor we, the audience, this kind of comfortable treachery. When 

he describes “the shirts and ties we’re wearing made by slaves from afar” (emphasis added), 

everyone is complicit. Both Varley and the narrator of “Omelas” unequivocally implicate us in 

contemporary society’s utilitarian torture of a subjugated other; this kind of unrelenting exposure 

to the ramifications of our philosophical commitments implies an unwillingness to shrink from 

the acute pangs of an aggravated conscience. Indeed, the narrator tells us that to liberate the 

child, “to throw away the happiness of thousands for the chance of the happiness of one: that 

would be to let guilt within the walls indeed” (4). As such, the only thing preventing the 

liberation of the child is the Omelites’ refusal to allow themselves to feel guilt for the child’s 

suffering. Thus, for Varley and the walkers, guilt offers itself as a curious compass towards the 

true moral north beyond the tyranny of ideology.  

 Owing to the insular nature of ideological frameworks, “there isn’t even a language for 

talking about where the exit signs may be” (Stevens 32). Its resilient nature constitutes a 

disconcerting ultimatum: if one cannot submit to complete subsumption into the ideological 

framework, the only kind of questioning available lies in the act of egress. As such, Varley and 

the walkers’ only reformative option is total ontological abandonment of the utilitarian 

framework dictating both Omelas and, by implication, the contemporary world. But what does it 

actually mean to “walk away from Omelas”? Drawing a direct and real-world comparison, 

Cummins notes how some Americans, 
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overwhelmed by the moral irresponsibility of the extent and nature of their country's 

involvement in Vietnam[,] chose—with considerable courage—to leave home and to go 

to another country, particularly Canada. (22) 

Whereas Cummins interprets the act of departure more literally, Stevens seems to suggest that 

departure can occur on a philosophical level. Describing her experiences reading “Omelas” with 

her students, she reports: “The last time I taught the story, a student sitting in the front row asked 

softly, just before we broke for the day, ‘Are you one of the ones who walked away?’ / ‘Well,’ I 

said. ‘I’m here.’” (34). According to Cummins’ interpretation, Varley’s account is misplaced 

because he is calling for internal reform. According to Stevens’, however, Varley is walking 

away. Whatever it may mean to “walk away from Omelas,” “We Don’t Believe You” serves as a 

cogent articulation of the philosophical convictions of the walkers; as such, it is bountifully 

revealing. In either case, we are summoned to be brave enough to create the uncreated. The 

outcome of our endeavours is necessarily obscure, perhaps even predominantly bleak; but as 

“We Don’t Believe You” and “Omelas” demonstrate, true beauty can be located, not in 

resignation to the so-called human condition, but rather in the continual striving to rectify it; not 

in abstract compassion, but rather the tangible correction of circumstances. The broken do not 

need our decadent tears: they need our hands.  
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